Founded in 2003, Aria Telecom Solutions (P) Ltd. has grown to become
a leader in the voice processing industry, now located in New Delhi.
ARIA is the original designer and developer of PC-based voice processing systems. The feature-rich, stable software is designed to run on commercially available PC's and voice processing cards. ARIA can provide
your company with the software and hardware to convert existing PC's
into efficient Voice Logger and Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems as well as help you decide on a new PC-based telephony solution
for your organization.
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With our dedication, innovation and prompt after sale support today Aria
became a synonymous of Voice Logger in India. With the foundation of
the company we started with small multimedia based voice logger and
today you name a feature we will have in our voice logger and there is a
feature in our list its work.
We provide Voice Logger in all possible mode like PC based, Embedded & Recording phone.
We also provide auto logger a combination of Voice logger and
IVR which automatically answer a call and record it silently specially used for investigating agencies
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MY VOTE MY POWER

Election Help Line & Management
Using Technology

HELP LINE BY
 SMS
 TELEPHONE (IVRS)
 WEBSITE

TRAINING BY
 MOBILE KIT

The Polling process in India, the world’s largest democracy is one of
the prime examples of the best time and incident management. Cutting across various temporal
& spatial diversities there is a distinct unity in the electoral process
across the country.
The election commission has over the years provided this character
to Indian elections. Every election is a challenge, the forthcoming
one always more daunting than the preceding one. The commission
however has always taken the challenge head-on, and with its dynamism & leadership has always ensured the citizens a free, fair and
peaceful elections
Thinking on the same line , Aria Telecom has developed a state of
the art & easy to use technology plate farm which can help Election
Commission to facilitate the citizen & election personal
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We have developed a technology
based interactive & dynamic system
to provide various services for:-

Services to Citizens:

1. Citizens

Using SMS , IVR & website citizens can avail following facilities

2. Polling Personnel



Can know their BLO Name & Mobile Number



Can know their booth



Can request for add / modify his information in voter list



Can register complaints



Can have Voter slip on Mobile



Can find their name in voter list

3. Digital Poll Management
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Services to Election Personals

HELP LINE BY
 SMS
 TELEPHONE (IVRS)
 WEBSITE

Mobile Training Kit:
We have designed easy to use election related help line application which
can be hosted on mobile. It does not required any internet or voice call connectivity. The help line is in HINDI language to understand better
IVRS based—Call back Training KIT
Election personal can on provided telephone number , call will get disconnected , so there is no telephone call charges applied to an individual. IVR
will disconnect his call & generate call to his mobile number automatically , & Person can hear his required information

TRAINING BY
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Website: www.ariatelecom.net
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